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ACTIVE LEARNING METHODOLOGIES 

Context 

It is important to remember that just because students are engaged in group work it 

does not necessarily mean that they are actually participating in active learning. For 

instance, if young people are working in a group filling in a 'worksheet', this is not 

active learning. Active learning should include a range of activities that enable 

young people to do, review, learn and apply – both individual and group work can 

and should include elements of active learning. 

Active learning in PSHE education 

Teaching and learning in PSHE is naturally done within a model of Active Learning 

as shown in the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 
Ask students to consider a scenario in which characters are presented with a new 
experience or dilemma and are required to respond. 

Do: Students are presented with a case study or scenario – they can read it, script it 

and/or role-play how the various characters might respond to the situation. 

Review: Various open questions can be used to encourage a review of their activity; 

for example, ‘What do you think each of the different characters in the scenario was 

feeling?’, ‘What might they be thinking?’. This could happen after the ‘doing’ stage or 

could form part of it; for example, by freeze-framing a role play and asking characters 

what’s happening to them – why did they respond in a certain way? 

Learn: Having discussed the scenario and what happened to the characters, 

students are encouraged to identify any new learning that came about as part of 

their reflection. Was there something one of the characters said or did that helped 

solve the situation or perhaps created an even bigger dilemma? Is there any advice 

you would give the different characters to help them reach a response? 

Apply: At this stage students can reinforce their new learning by seeing how it 

might be applied. ‘If you were an agony aunt or uncle what would you recommend 

to these readers who have written letters to you?’ ‘Why might someone choose that 

course of action?’ ‘Could the points from today’s scenario apply in other situations?’ 

‘Could you use anything you have learned when dealing with family and friends?’ 
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Active Learning Methodologies 

Group agreement 

PSHE Education, by its very nature, deals with issues that are both personal and 

sensitive, such as sexual health, bereavement, debt, family break-down, etc. 

 An effective group agreement needs to be developed and owned by the group in 

order that students and teachers feel comfortable, safe and able to learn effectively. 

A useful approach might be for the group to draw up a list of rights and 

responsibilities. These might include: 

▪ Each person in this group has the right to be heard. 
Therefore we each have the responsibility to listen whilst others are speaking. 

▪ Each person in this group has the right to respect from others in the group. 
Therefore we each have the responsibility to treat other group members with 
respect and sensitivity. 
… etc. 

Listening and reflecting 

 Teachers may decide that the use of song, poetry and literature is a technique 

they wish to employ further to support the topics in the book. If this is the case, 

careful preparation is necessary to ensure the materials selected are not so 

personal or sensitive that some students are left feeling vulnerable. 

External sources 

DVD, film, magazines, television programmes, internet materials, etc. could be used 

in different ways: 

Media analysis 

Students can be invited to analyse and reflect on source material presented to 

them. This could be media, campaign materials, advertisements, etc. This 

encourages them to develop skills of investigation and research. Students can 

identify key messages, facts or information and assess their validity. 

Trigger material 

A variety of resources may be used as trigger material – video clips, paintings, 

poems, photographs, etc. The group can be asked to brainstorm in order to identify 

a range of ideas in rapid succession. This allows you to work from where the 

students are in their own learning and life experiences. 

Literature 

Extracts from novels, short stories and poetry may be used in a similar way to case 

studies and scenarios by following the course of action open to one or more 

characters. This is a classic distancing technique. 
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ACTIVE LEARNING TECHNIQUES  

Brainstorming 

Involves: 

▪ generating lots of ideas in quick succession by using a stimulus such as a  
question/picture/proverb, etc.  

Useful for: 

▪ quick-fire energiser to start off a session or activity 

▪ identifying depth and range of student experience and vocabulary 

▪ assessing baseline knowledge. 

Guidance 

▪ Read out or display the stimulus (on the board/flipchart) so that everyone can 
see or hear it. 

▪ Ask the group to think of words/ideas that come to mind. 

▪ Ask the group to put up their hands to respond, one at a time. 

▪ Work swiftly, writing up each one exactly as it comes, without comment ... and 
encourage the group not to discuss or comment at this time. 

▪ Spend no more than five minutes doing this, but it is important to encourage 
as many individuals to contribute as possible. 

▪ The teacher can now examine with the group the responses and then move to 
the next phase. 

 

Case study/scenario 

Involves: 

▪ considering a situation that a character has experienced.  

Useful for: 

▪ reflecting on different types of experiences 

▪ identifying strategies that others have used/could use 

▪ practising problem-solving by applying what has been learned. 

Guidance 

▪ These can use a range of ‘real life’ or imaginary characters and situations to 
engage the students’ imagination.  

▪ A typical use would involve a character being faced with a problem to solve or 
a choice to make. Students are invited to respond with an appropriate course 
of action for the character. Their response can then be used to enable the 
student to reflect on the strategies they might adopt themselves.  

▪ This technique (i.e. a distancing technique) allows discussion of problems 
without students involving themselves in inappropriate or personal 
disclosures. 
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Continuum 

Involves: 

▪ students positioning themselves on a line which represents a range of views; 
e.g. strongly agree/agree/neutral/disagree/strongly disagree. 

Useful for: 

▪ practising speaking and listening 

▪ reflecting on personal views and considering the views of others. 

Guidance 

▪ A series of cards can be placed across a space creating an imaginary 
continuum line along which students will stand. Alternatively, the four corners 
of the room can be used to represent different views. 

▪ Ask the students to stand around the imaginary continuum line and explain 
what it represents.  

▪ Explain that each person will be asked to think about how they feel in relation 
to a series of statements.  

▪ The teacher reads a series of statements/questions and invites students to 
think about each one in turn and then go and stand at the point on the line 
where they feel their views correspond. 

▪ Remember to use statements that will lead the discussion to areas that are 
most relevant to the particular group of students. 

▪ One option is first to ask the group to move in response to one or two 
statements, without any discussion. This should create a sense of whole-
group participation, before the session moves on to individuals being invited 
to explain why they have taken up a particular position. 

▪ Students could be asked to work in pairs, either with someone standing in a 
similar position to themselves or with someone in a very different place on the 
line. Each pair takes turns listening to the views expressed by their partner. 
These views can then be drawn out in a plenary discussion. 

Alternative method 

▪ As before, a continuum line is set up and students place statements along the 
line; e.g. deciding whether something is high risk or low risk.  

▪ Each individual or pair takes a statement in turn and places it with an 
explanation. Other students can then discuss whether they agree or not and 
the card can be moved if consensus is achieved. 

Alternative approach if space is limited 

Instead of a line across the space of a room, a continuum line could be set up on a 

desk or tables. Students could use markers (pens or sticky notes) that they can 

place on their chosen position on the line. 
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Debate 

Involves: 

▪ a formal structure to develop a range of communication skills 

▪ students possibly being involved in research, summarising, group decision-
making, speaking in front of an audience, taking turns, weighing up arguments. 

Useful for: 

▪ providing a structure to discuss a complex topic  

▪ getting confidence in speaking in front of others 

▪ practising listening, decision-making and responding. 

Guidance 

▪ Choose a ‘Chair’ and speakers for sides A and B. A and B either respond to a 
question in the positive or negative, i.e. ‘Yes, I believe that …’ or ‘No, I do not 
believe that …’ or they speak for or against a particular proposal e.g. 
‘Everyone here believes that …’ 

▪ Everyone sits quietly and listens to who is speaking. 

▪ The two sides, A and B, take turns to speak. 

▪ Questions may be asked of the speakers but must go through the Chair. 

▪ One option is that the audience is not allowed to discuss their opinions about 
what the speakers have said. 

▪ Alternatively, if the teacher wishes to promote discussion, students may talk 
about their responses in small groups before having to make their individual 
voting choice. 

▪ Each person has one vote. At the end of the debate they will be asked to vote 
by the person in the Chair. 

▪ No one is compelled to vote and anyone who does not vote is called an 
‘abstainer’. 

▪ The number of votes for each side and the number of abstainers will be 
announced by the Chair after the vote. 

▪ It is polite to clap at the end of each speech, even if you do not agree with 
what the speaker has said. You are applauding their courage and skills as a 
speaker not the views they express. For that reason it is not appropriate to 
‘boo’ or show disapproval. 

Running order of a debate 

1. The Chair welcomes the speakers and the audience and explains what the 

subject of the debate is. 

2. First speaker from side A delivers her/his speech. 

3. First speaker from side B delivers her/his speech. 

4. Second speaker from side A delivers her/his speech. 

5. Second speaker from side B delivers her/his speech. 

6. Questions from the audience through the Chair. 

7. First speaker from side A sums up. 

8. First speaker from side B sums up. 

9. The Chair takes the vote and announces the results. 

Ultimately the participants each have the opportunity to make a choice and express 

an opinion. A word of caution: avoid having students arguing against a well-

established 'fact' or key message, so a debate about health messages on tobacco 

packaging might be better than one about whether smoking kills. 
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Diamond nine 

Involves: 

▪ positioning nine cards in a diamond shape, prioritising from the top. 

Useful for: 

▪ practising decision-making/thinking in groups or as an individual 

▪ reflecting and assessing. 

Guidance 

▪ Students work in pairs or small groups, each with a set of prepared cards. 

▪ They should lay the cards out and read them. 

▪ Their task will be to rank the cards in the shape of a diamond, like below, 
according to the aims of the activity; e.g. from most important to least 
important/highest risk to lowest risk. 

1 
2     3 

4     5     6 
7     8 

9 

▪ The top card will be something the group thinks extremely important; the 
second row contains very important things to consider, and so on down to the 
bottom card which is the least important. 

▪ Remind students that just because a card is number nine does not mean it is 
worthless and can be ignored. 

▪ After the first ‘ranking’ part of the activity, two groups can be put together. 

▪ They can then have further time to compare their diamonds and see if they 
can construct a new diamond nine on which the larger group can agree. 

Alternative approach 

The teacher can pose a series of questions or scenarios and allow the groups time 

to re-arrange the cards in response. 

 

Group discussion/group work 

Pairs work 

Involves: 

▪ two students working together to share ideas/experiences/responses. 

Useful for: 

▪ identifying quick initial responses to start a session 

▪ practising speaking and listening skills 

▪ discussing sensitive issues which might be more difficult in a larger group. 

Small group work 

Involves: 

▪ students working in groups of three to five to discuss a question or topic in 
more depth. 

Useful for: 

▪ practising co-operative skills 

▪ providing an opportunity for quieter students to speak in a smaller group  

▪ practising skills of time-keeping, listening, taking notes, chairing, etc. 
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Forming groups 

This can happen by: 

Teacher selection: controlling the group composition; e.g. mixed ability, mixed or 

single sex, etc. 

Student self-selection: students forming groups with those they are used to 

working with; NB some students may only want to work with friends so others may 

feel isolated or left out – do not allow this to happen. 

Randomising groups: there are various ways to do this: 

▪ In a class of 30, the students number themselves around the room from 1–6 
until all have a number. All the 1s form a group, then the 2s, etc. 

▪ Students arrange themselves in an order; e.g. birthdays, house numbers, first 
names, family names, etc, then divide up the class into the size of groups required. 

▪ Use sets of category cards; e.g. six soap stars, six cartoon characters, six 
fruits. Shuffle the cards and hand them out or let students pick one, and then 
all students in the same category form a group. 

Managing group work 

▪ Have all materials ready and in group sets. 

▪ Keep instructions about the task clear, and have them written up on the 
board/flipchart. 

▪ Use a realistic time limit but don’t allow too much time. 

▪ Use roles for different members of the group; e.g. a time-keeper, a task-
keeper (who will ensure everyone sticks to the subject), a note-taker, a 
spokesperson (to report back). 

▪ Circulate around the groups to ensure they’re on task. Keep a balance 
between monitoring and giving students privacy to explore and discuss freely. 

▪ Let students know when the time is almost up and they should be preparing 
their feedback. 

Whole-class work 

Involves: 

▪ the class working together in an opening or plenary session. 

Useful for: 

▪ reflecting on the widest range of views 

▪ summarising different experiences 

▪ responding appropriately to views and values which may be different from 
your own. 

Managing whole-class discussion and feedback: 

▪ Prepare questions which will elicit the best feedback. 

▪ Ensure that if students are still sitting in groups, everyone can see and hear 
each other. 

▪ Keep the discussion moving – involve all the groups early on and keep 
moving around them in turn; e.g. ask each group in turn whether they had 
similar discussions to the group that has just fed back. 

▪ Promote questions, comments and positive challenges between the groups, 
as time allows. 

▪ It is OK to ask for clarification from a group, and if necessary be prepared to 
challenge any factual inaccuracy or comment that may reveal bias or prejudice. 

▪ Sum up the main points and move on to the next phase. 
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Graffiti 

Involves: 

▪ students moving around the room to write up simple responses to ideas or 
questions on flip chart paper; alternatively, sticky notes can be used. 

Useful for: 

▪ establishing levels of experience or knowledge 

▪ evaluating an activity 

▪ encouraging review and reflection; e.g. ‘I have learned …’, ‘I have enjoyed …’, 
‘something I would do differently …’. 

Guidance 

▪ Prepare a number of graffiti sheets with a statement or question for students 
to respond to.  

▪ Display the sheets around the room so they can be written on or have sticky 
notes attached.  

▪ Ask everyone to move around the room and write/draw/respond to the 
different statements on the paper. Explain they can write what they like and 
there is no right or wrong answer. 

▪ The sheets could be used in class for review and discussion or the teacher 
can take them away for study and planning of future activities. 

 

Interviews 

Involves: 

▪ writing or using pre-prepared questions to gather a range of views or 
information. 

Useful for: 

▪ practising interpersonal skills 

▪ reflecting on your own stance having heard a range of others. 

Guidance 

▪ Make notes of the questions you intend to ask – otherwise you'll forget. 

▪ Plan the environment – privacy, no interruptions, ensure the interviewee is 
looked after whilst they wait. 

▪ Arrange the seating in an informal relaxed way. Don't sit behind a desk 
directly facing the interviewee – sit around a coffee table or meeting room 
table. 

▪ Begin by explaining clearly and concisely the purpose of the interview. 

▪ Make sure the interviewee does 90 per cent of the talking. 

▪ Think about how your questions will make the interviewee feel. Your aim and 
responsibility as an interviewer is to understand the other person. 
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Research and presentation 

Involves: 

▪ carefully researching information to support a topic or argument being made. 
It may work better with brief and succinct points; e.g. one important fact we’d 
like the group to know. 

Useful for: 

▪ developing group work skills 

▪ research, presentation and communication skills 

▪ an opportunity for the teacher to observe and note progress. 

Guidance 

Encourage students to use a variety of sources (internet, newspapers, etc.) when 

researching and to ensure that the different examples they use do not contradict 

each other – when this does happen ask them to look for bias in the source and 

how this might affect its reliability. 

▪ Presentations can be prepared individually, in pairs or in small groups. 

▪ Clarity about when and to whom the presentation will be made is essential. 

▪ Most presentations will need preparation time outside the session. 

▪ Presentations need to keep to the length/time allocated. 

▪ When viewing and hearing the presentations, peers should be asked to give 
at least one piece of constructive feedback at the end. 

▪ Use the feedback as well as any key points the teacher notes to provide 
assessment information. 

 

Resource development 

Involves: 

▪ designing a poster, leaflet or other education resource tool to advise others. 

Useful for: 

▪ assessing how far students have understood a particular topic. 

Guidance 

▪ It is important to ensure that students understand who the intended audience 
of the resource will be. 

▪ The teacher needs to be clear about the purpose of the resource and the key 
messages it should include. 

▪ Presentation is important but this needs to be balanced with content. It may 
be helpful to have a ‘mark scheme’ which allocates the bulk of points to 
content. 
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Role play 

Involves: 

▪ taking on the roles of characters who then respond to situations or problems. 

Useful for: 

▪ exploring attitudes different from one’s own 

▪ developing a sense of empathy with others  

▪ testing out situations to identify new learning. 

Guidance 

▪ The Student’s Book uses simple role play and young people are not asked to 
dramatise situations and scenarios. However, they are given an opportunity to 
explore different attitudes and develop a sense of empathy. 

▪ Role play is a key distancing technique that encourages student objectivity. In 
some circumstances it can help individuals identify with situations without the 
need to disclose personal experiences.  

 

Timeline 

Involves: 

▪ looking back over a specific period of time and plotting significant events. 

Useful for: 

▪ encouraging students to reflect on different stages or milestones of some 
aspect of their lives. 

Guidance 

▪ Undertaken individually, students will need their own paper and pen/pencil to 
complete their timeline as a personal reflection. 

▪ Set the topic for reflection (for this timeline) and encourage some initial 
discussion to stimulate students’ thinking; e.g. encourage thinking about 
significant events that have been influential and had an effect on their own 
lives.  

▪ On plain paper draw a horizontal line or roadway to represent a journey 
through time. 

▪ One variation is to show some events placed above the line/roadway and 
others underneath it. This could be used to distinguish different types of 
events; e.g. positive and negative experiences.  

▪ A common next stage of this activity would be to encourage students to share 
or compare their timeline initially with one other person. Depending on the 
sensitivity of the topic of the timeline it may then be appropriate to open up a 
whole-class discussion – this would naturally happen if it were a 
factual/objective timeline. 
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AN OPTIONAL SUMMARY REVIEW FOR THE 
END OF YEAR 10 

Name: 
Date: 
I only want this to be read by _________________ 

Place a circle around the number which best represents where you feel you are. 

 1 2 3 4 5  Examples to 

explain your 

response 

I learnt nothing 1 2 3 4 5 I learnt a lot  

I already knew all 

the information that 

I was given 

1 2 3 4 5 The information 

was useful for my 

needs 

 

I didn’t learn any 

new skills 

1 2 3 4 5 I learnt new skills  

I have no idea 

where to get advice 

and support 

1 2 3 4 5 I know where to get 

advice and support 

 

I thought the 

activities were 

uninteresting 

1 2 3 4 5 I thought the 

activities were 

great 

 

I have not 

considered other 

people’s different 

views, beliefs and 

values 

1 2 3 4 5 I have listened to 

and learned about 

other people’s 

different views, 

beliefs and values 

 

I did not enjoy the 

group work 

1 2 3 4 5 I loved the group 

work 

 

I couldn’t be 

bothered to try 

1 2 3 4 5 I tried my best  

I haven’t developed 

any confidence 

1 2 3 4 5 I feel more 

confident 

 

I haven’t developed 

personally or 

emotionally 

1 2 3 4 5 I feel I have 

developed 

personally and 

emotionally 

 

This review provides students with an overview of their progress. It could also be 
used by teachers for summative assessment. 

Based on a personal review activity from Assessment, Evaluation and Sex & 

Relationships Education by S. Blake and S. Muttock (National Children’s Bureau, 2004) 


